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Abstract
In this paper we continue our study of modules satisfying the prime radical condition
(P-radical modules), that was introduced in Part I (see [5]). Let R be a commutative
ring with identity. The purpose of this paper is to show that the theory of spectrum
of P-radical R-modules (with the Zariski topology) resembles to that of rings. First,
we investigate the behavior of P-radical modules under localization and direct sums.
Finally, we describe the construction of a structure sheaf on the prime spectrum
Spec(M), which generalizes the classical structure sheaf of the ring R in Algebraic
Geometry to the module M .
1 Introduction
The present paper is a sequel to [5] and so the notations introduced in Introduction of
[5] will remain in force. In particular, all rings are associative commutative with identity
1 6= 0 and modules are unital. Let M be an R-module. If N is a submodule (resp. proper
submodule) of a module M we write N ≤ M (resp. N  M). Also, we denote the
annihilator of the factor module M/N by (N :M) and we call M faithful if (0 :M) = 0.
∗The research of first author was in part supported by a grant from IPM (No. 90160034).
†Key Words: Prime submodule, prime spectrum, P-radical module, Zariski topology, sheaf of rings,
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Recall that the spectrum Spec(R) of a ring R consists of all prime ideals of R and
is non-empty. For each ideal I of R, we set V (I) = {P ∈ Spec(R) : I ⊆ P}. Then the
sets V (I), where I is an ideal of R, satisfy the axioms for the closed sets of a topology
on Spec(R), called the Zariski topology of R. The distinguished open sets of Spec(R) are
the open sets of the form D(f) = {P ∈ Spec(R) : f 6∈ P} = Spec(R) \ V (f), where
V (f) = V (Rf). These sets form a basis for the Zariski topology on Spec(R) (see for
examples, Atiyah and Macdonald [1] and Hartshorne [7]).
A proper submodule P of M is called a prime submodule if am ∈ P for a ∈ R, and
m ∈ M , implies that m ∈ P or aM ⊆ P . The prime spectrum Spec(M) is defined to be
the set of all prime submodules of M .
In the literature, there are many different generalizations of the Zariski topology of
rings to modules via prime submodules. In a series of papers (see for example, [9, 10,
12, 13, 14, 3, 2, 4]) a group of algebraists including mainly Lu, McCasland, Moore, Smith
and Behboodi carried out an intensive and systematic study of the spectrum of prime
submodules. For instance, as [13], for any submodule N of M we define the variety of N ,
denoted by V (N) to be the set of all prime submodules P of M such that (N :M) ⊆ (P :
M). Assume that ζ(M) denotes the collection of all subsets V (N) of Spec(M), then ζ(M)
contains the empty set and Spec(M), and also, ζ(M) is closed under arbitrary intersections
and finite union and under finite unions. Thus it is evident that for every moduleM there
always exists a topology, τ say, on Spec(M) having we conclude that ζ(M) as the family
of all closed sets. τ is called the Zariski topology on Spec(M). This topology on Spec(M)
is studied in [13].
It is well-known that for any commutative ring R, there is a sheaf of rings on Spec(R),
called the structure sheaf, denoted by OSpec(R), defined as follows: for each prime ideal
P of R, let RP be the localization of R at P. For an open set U ⊆ Spec(R), we define
OSpec(R)(U) to be the set of functions s : U →
∐
P∈U RP , such that s(P) ∈ RP , for each
P ∈ U , and such that s is locally a quotient of elements of R: to be precise, we require that
for each P ∈ U , there is a neighborhood V of P, contained in U , and elements a, f ∈ R,
such that for each Q ∈ V , f 6∈ Q, and s(Q) = a
f
in RQ (see for example Hartshorne [7],
for definition and basic properties of the sheaf OSpec(R)).
For an R-module M let ψ : Spec(M) → Spec(R/Ann(M)) defined by ψ(P ) = (P :
M)/Ann(M) for every P ∈ Spec(M). ψ is called the natural map of Spec(M). An
R-module M is called primeful if either M = (0) or M 6= (0) and the natural map
ψ : Spec(M)→ Spec(R/Ann(M)) is surjective. This notion of primeful module has been
extensively studied by Lu [8]). Let M be a primeful faithful R-module. In [17], the author
obtained an R-module OX(U) for each open set U in Spec(M) such that OSpec(M) is a
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sheaf of modules over X. In fact, OSpec(M) is a generalization of the structure sheaf of
rings to primeful faithful modules.
The purpose of this paper is to develop the structure sheaf of rings to a wider class
of modules called P-radical modules that was introduced in Part I (see [5]). Let N be a
proper submodule of an R-module M . Then the prime radical p
√
N is the intersection of
all prime submodules of M containing N or, in case there are no such prime submodules,
p
√
N is M . Clearly V (N) = V ( p
√
N). We note that, for each ideal I of R, p
√
I =
√
I (the
intersection of all prime ideals of R containing I). Let M be an R-module M . Then M is
called a P-radical module ifM satisfies the prime radical condition “( p
√PM :M) = P” for
every prime ideal P ⊇ Ann(M). In [5, Proposition 2.3 and Example 2.4] it is shown that
the class of P-radical modules contains the class of primeful R-modules properly. Hence,
all free modules, all finitely generated modules and all homogeneous semisimple modules
lie in the class of P-radical modules. Moreover, if R is a Noetherian ring (or an integral
domain), then every projective R-modules is P-radical (see [5, Theorem 2.5 and Corollary
2.4(iii)]). In particular, if R is an Artinian ring, then all R-modules are P-radical (see [5,
Theorem 2.13]).
In this paper, we continue the study of this construction. In Section 2, the behavior of
P-radical modules under localization and direct sums are studied. Section 3 is devoted to
the discussion of the main topic of this paper, the resemblance of the theory of spectrum
of P-radical R-modules (with the Zariski topology) and that of commutative rings. In fact,
for each R-module M , we obtain an R-module O(U) for each open set U in Spec(M). We
show that OSpec(M) is a sheaf of R-modules over Spec(M). Moreover, the following results
are two fundamental theorems in Section 3:
Theorem 3.1 Let R be a ring and M be an R-module. For any prime submodule P of
M , the stalk OSpec(M)P is isomorphic to MP , where (P :M) = P.
Theorem 3.2 Let R be a ring and M be a P-radical R-module. Then for each f ∈ R,
the module OSpec(M)(D(fM)) is isomorphic to the localized module Mf . In particular,
OSpec(M)(Spec(M)) ∼=M .
Finally, as an application in Section 4, we prove the following interesting result:
Theorem 4.1 Let M be a P-radical R-module and f, g ∈ R. Then, Mf ∼=Mg as R-modules
if and only if
√
(fM :M) =
√
(gM :M).
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2 The Behavior of P-Radical Modules Under Localization
and Direct Sums
Now we are going to investigate two important properties of the P-radical Modules. In
fact we show the affect of the localization on the P-radical property of modules. Moreover,
we investigate the finite direct sum of the P-radical Modules. First, we need the following
two lemmas for our purpose:
Lemma 2.1 Let R be a ring and I, J and K be ideals of R. Then,
√
(I + J) ∩ (I +K) =
√
I + (J ∩K).
Proof. Let r ∈ √(I + J) ∩ (I +K). Then there exist two integers s and t such that
rs = i1 + j and r
t = i2 + k for some i1, i2 ∈ I, j ∈ J and k ∈ K. Then we have
rs+t = i1i2 + i1k + i2j + kj. So r
s+t ∈ I + J ∩K and consequently r ∈√I + (J ∩K) i.e.√
(I + J) ∩ (I +K) ⊆√I + (J ∩K). It is easy to check the converse of this relation and
so the equality satisfied. 
If P is a prime submodule of an R-module M , then P = (P :M) is a prime ideal and
we shall say that P is a P-prime submodule.
Lemma 2.2 [8, Lemma 4.6] Let R be a ring,M1 andM2 be R-modules and P ∈ V (Ann(M)).
If P is a P-prime submodule of M1, then P
⊕
M2 is a P-prime submodule of M .
Theorem 2.3 Every finite direct sum of P-radical modules, is a P-radical module.
Proof. Let M1 and M2 be two P-radical R-modules. It is suffices to show that the R-
module M = M1
⊕
M2 is a P-radical module. Let P be a prime ideal of R containing
Ann(M) = Ann(M1)
⋂
Ann(M2). Clearly V (PMi) = V ((P + Ann(Mi))Mi) for i = 1, 2.
Now using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we have:
(
p
√
PM :M) =
⋂
P∈V (PM)
(P :M) ⊆ (
⋂
P∈V (PM1)
(P ⊕M2 :M))
⋂
(
⋂
P∈V (PM2)
(M1 ⊕ P :M))
= (
⋂
P∈V ((P+Ann(M1))M1)
(P ⊕M2 :M))
⋂
(
⋂
P∈V ((P+Ann(M2))M2)
(M1 ⊕ P :M))
= (
⋂
P∈V ((P+Ann(M1))M1)
(P :M1))
⋂
(
⋂
P∈V ((I+Ann(M2))M2)
(P :M2))
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= ( p
√
(P +Ann(M1))M1 :M1)
⋂
( p
√
(P +Ann(M2))M2 :M2)
=
√
P +Ann(M1)
⋂√
P +Ann(M2)
=
√
(P +Ann(M1))
⋂
(P +Ann(M2))
=
√
P + (Ann(M1
⋂
Ann(M2))) =
√
P +Ann(M) = P.
Thus M is a P-radical module. 
In [11], the behavior of prime submodules under localization, are studied. In this
section, R is a commutative ring and M is an R-module. Suppose S is a multiplicatively
closed subset of R which contains 1 but not 0. Let MS be the localization of M at
S. Let f : M → MS be the natural map. For any RS-submodule Q of M , we define
Qc = {m ∈M : f(m) ∈ Q}. The above notations are fixed for this section.
Lemma 2.4 [11, Corollary 2.2] Let M be an R-module and
A =
{
P : P is a prime R− submodule of M with MS 6= PS
}
B =
{
Q : Q is a prime RS − submodule of MS
}
.
Then the map P 7→ PS is a bijective order preserving map from A to B. Its inverse map
is given by Q 7→ Qc.
Thus by above lemma we conclude that ifM is an R-module and S is a multiplicatively
closed subset of R, then any prime submodule of MS is of the form PS where P is a prime
submodule of M with (P :M)
⋂
S = ∅.
We also need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 2.5 [9, Corollary 1] Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of a ring R and M
an R-module. If P is a prime submodule of M, then (P :M)S = (PS :RS MS)
Lemma 2.6 Let M be an R-module and S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R. Then,
for any ideal I and prime ideal P of R we have,
⋂
P∈V (IM)(P :M)S =
⋂
PS∈V (ISMS)
(PS :RS MS).
Proof. Let P ∈ V (IM). Then, P is a prime submodule ofM and (P :M) ⊇ I. Hence, PS
is either equal toMS or a prime submodule ofMS . In the first case, (P :M)S = RS and it
doesn’t affect on the intersections. In the second case, (P :M)S could appear in the right
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intersection by Lemma 2.5. Conversely, let PS ∈ V (ISMS). By Lemma 2.4, we can assume
that P is a prime submodule of M with (P : M)
⋂
S = ∅. Thus ((P : M)S)c = (P : M).
On the other hand, ((P : M)S)
c = ((PS :RS MS))
c ⊇ (IS)c ⊇ I and so (P : M) ⊇ I. i.e
P ∈ V (IM). Hence (P :M)S will appear in the left intersection. 
Lemma 2.7 Let M be an R-module and S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R such that
for any prime ideal PS ∈ V (Ann(MS)), p
√PSMS 6=MS. Then for any P ∈ V (Ann(M))
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P :M)S = (
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P :M))S .
Proof. First we note that
p
√PSMS =
⋂
PS∈V (PSMS)
(PS :MS) =
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P :M)S 6=MS .
Hence there exists a prime submodule P ∈ V (PM) such that (P : M)⋂S = ∅. Conse-
quently we can assume that the intersection
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P :M)S is constructed from such
prime submodules P ∈ V (PM) with (P : M)⋂S = ∅. Now let r
s
∈ ⋂P∈V (PM)(P : M)S .
Then for any prime submodule P in the intersection there exists u ∈ (P : M) and t ∈ S
such that r
s
= u
t
, and so there exists h ∈ S with h(rt−su) = 0. Hence since 0, u ∈ (P :M)
then hrt ∈ (P :M). But (P :M)⋂S = ∅ and so r ∈ (P :M). Now since P have been cho-
sen arbitrary from the intersection, we conclude that r
s
∈ (⋂P∈V (PM)(P :M))S . Therefore⋂
P∈V (PM)(P : M)S ⊆ (
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P : M))S . The converse of this inequality is easy to
check and hence the equality satisfied. 
Proposition 2.8 Let S be a multiplicatively closed subset of R and M be a P-radical R-
module. If p
√PSMS 6=MS for each prime ideal PS ∈ V (Ann(MS)), then MS is a P-radical
RS-module.
Proof. Let PS ⊇ Ann(MS) be a prime ideal of RS where P is a prime ideal of R. Since
PS ⊇ Ann(MS) ⊇ (Ann(M))S and 1 ∈ S, then P = (PS)c ⊇ ((Ann(M))S)c ⊇ Ann(M)
where (PS)c is the contraction of PS . Using Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, one can check that, for
any P ∈ V (PM), if S⋂(P : M) = ∅, then PS ∈ V (PSMS) and if S
⋂
(P : M) 6= ∅ then
PS =MS . Hence,
( p
√PSMS) :RS MS) =
⋂
PS∈V (PSMS))
(PS :RS MS)
⊆ ⋂P∈V (PM)(PS :RS MS)
=
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P :M)S
= (
⋂
P∈V (PM)(P :M))S
= ( p
√PM :M)S .
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Since M is a P-radical module, ( p
√PM : M) = √P and so ( p√PSMS :RS MS) ⊆
√PS =
PS . This implies that MS is a P-radical RS-module. 
As an important corollary of the above proposition we have the following result:
Corollary 2.9 Let M be a P-radical R-module and P be a prime ideal of R. If for any
prime ideal QP ∈ V (Ann(MP)), p
√QPMP 6=MP , then MP is a P-radical RP-module.
Now we investigate the converse of the above process. In fact we investigate the
existence of the P-radical property on M with the assumption of the existence of this
property on its localizations.
Proposition 2.10 LetM be an R-module such that for any maximal idealM ∈ V (Ann(M)),
MM is a P-radical RM-module and Ann(MM) = (Ann(M))M. Then M is a P-radical
R-module.
Proof. Let P ⊇ Ann(M) be a prime ideal. Then there exists a maximal ideal M ∈
V (Ann(M)) with P ⊆ M. Now since Ann(MM) = (Ann(M))M then we have PM ⊇
Ann(MM). Hence by the assumption and using Lemma 2.6, the followings satisfied:
( p
√PMMM :MM) = PM ⇒
⋂
(PM:MM)⊇PM
(PM :MM) = PM
⇒ ⋂(P :M)⊇P(P :M)M = PM
⇒ ⋂(P :M)⊇P(P :M)M ⊆ PP .
It follows that
( p
√PM :M) = ⋂(P :M)⊇P(P :M)
⊆ ((⋂(P :M)⊇P(P :M))M)c
⊆ (⋂(P :M)⊇P(P :M)M)c
= PP c
= P
Therefore, ( p
√PM :M) = P and so M is a P-radical R-module. 
Theorem 2.11 Let M be an R-module such that MP is a non-zero P-radical RP-module
for any P ∈ V (Ann(M)). Then M is a P-radical R-module.
Proof. Let P ⊇ Ann(M) be a prime deal of R. At first we note that since MP 6= 0,
Ann(MP) ⊆ PP 6= RP . Thus by the assumption we have ( p
√PPMP :MP) = PP . Now by
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using Lemma 2.6, we have:
( p
√PM :M) = ⋂P∈V (PM)(P :M)
⊆ ((⋂P∈V (PM)(P :M))P )c
⊆ (⋂P∈V (PM)(P :M)P )c
= (
⋂
PP∈V (PPMP )
(PP :RP MP))
c
= (( p
√PPMP :MP ))c = PP c
= P.
Therefore, ( p
√PM :M) = P and so M is a P-radical R-module. 
3 A Structure Sheaf for Modules
Next we will define an structure sheaf of modules on the topological space Spec(M). For
each prime submodule P of M , let P = (P : M) and MP be the localization of M at P.
For an open set U ⊆ Spec(M), we define
OSpec(M)(U) = {s : U →
∐
P∈U
MP s.t. s(P ) ∈MP},
where the maps s are locally constant i.e. for any P ∈ U , there exists an open neighborhood
V of P where V ⊆ U and s is constant on V . Now it is clear that sums of such functions as
well as the natural functions rs where r ∈ R and (rs)(P ) := r(s(P )) are again such. Thus
OSpec(M)(U) is a unitary R-module. If V ⊆ U are two open sets, the natural restriction
map OSpec(M)(U) −→ OSpec(M)(U) is a homomorphism of R-modules. Now, by definition,
it is easy to check that OSpec(M) is a sheaf of R-modules.
Recall that for any sheaf O on a topological space X and for any x ∈ X, the stalk of
O at x, denoted by Ox, is represented by all pairs < U, s > where U is an open subset
of X containing x and s ∈ O(U). Two such pairs < U, s > and < V, t > define the same
element of Ox if and only if there is an open neighborhood W of x with W ⊆ U ∩ V and
resUW s = resVW t.
Theorem 3.1 Let R be a ring and M be an R-module. For any prime submodule P of
M , the stalk OSpec(M)P is isomorphic to MP , where (P :M) = P.
Proof. First we define a homomorphism from OSpec(M)P to MP , by sending any local
section s in a neighborhood of P to its value s(P ) ∈MP . This gives a well- defined homo-
morphism ϕ from OSpec(M)P toMP . The map ϕ is surjective, because any element ofMP ,
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can be represented as a quotient m/f with m ∈M and f ∈ R\P. Then D(fM) will be an
open neighborhood of P (since if fM ⊆ P , then f ∈ P, a contradiction), and m/f defines
a section of OSpec(M) over D(fM) whose value at P is the given element. To show that ϕ
is injective, let U be a neighborhood of P , and let s, t ∈ O(U) be elements having the same
value s(P ) = t(P ) at P . By the definition of our structure sheaf and shrinking U if neces-
sary, we may assume that s = m/f and t = n/g on U , where m, n ∈M , and f , g ∈ R \P.
Since m/f and n/g have the same image in MP , it follows from the definition of localiza-
tion that there is an h ∈ R \ P such that h(gm − fn) = 0 in M . Therefore m/f = n/g
in every local module MP ′ such that h, f, g ∈ R \ P ′. But the set of such P ′ is the open
set D(fM) ∩D(gM) ∩D(hM), which contains P . Hence s = t in a whole neighborhood
of P , so they have the same stalk at P . So ϕ is an isomorphism, which completes the proof.
Now we are going to prove an important property of the structure sheaf of P-radical
modules. This property could helps us to have a better investigation of the concept of
spectrum of modules in the algebraic geometry point of view. This property is as follow.
Theorem 3.2 Let R be a ring and M be a P-radical R-module. Then for each f ∈ R,
the module OSpec(M)(D(fM)) is isomorphic to the localized module Mf . In particular,
OSpec(M)(Spec(M)) ∼=M .
We prove this theorem in several steps. But at first we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.3 Suppose that M be a P-radical R-module. Then for two ideals I1 and I2 of
R containing Ann(M), V (I1M) ⊆ V (I2M) implies that
√
I2 ⊆
√
I1.
Proof. The equality V (I1M) ⊆ V (I2M) implies that ∩P∈V (I1M)(P :M) ⊇ ∩P∈V (I2M)(P :
M). Thus RadM (I1) ⊇ RadM (I2) and since M is P-radical then
√
I1 ⊇
√
I2.
Lemma 3.4 Let M be a P-radical R-module. Then for two ideals I and J of R, V (IM) ⊆
V (JM) implies that
√
(IM :M) ⊇√(JM :M).
Proof. Let V (IM) ⊆ V (JM), for two ideals I and J of R. Then V ((IM : M)M) ⊆
V ((JM :M)M) and so
√
(IM :M) ⊇√(JM :M) by Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.5 Let M be a P-radical R-module and I be a radical ideal of R. Then (IM:M)=I
if and only if Ann(M) ⊆ I.
Proof. Let Ann(M) ⊆ I. Then by definition of the P-radical property we have (IM :
M) ⊆ ( p√IM : M) = I. On the other hand the converse is obviously satisfied. Thus we
have (IM :M) = I. The converse of the statement is natural.
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Lemma 3.6 Let M be an R-module, f ∈ R and s ∈ OSpec(M)(D(fM)). Then there exist
some hi ∈ R and mi ∈M such that D(fM) =
⋃
iD(hiM) and s ≡ mihi on each D(hiM).
Proof. Let s ∈ OSpec(M)(D(fM)). By definition, there exist open subsets Vi of D(fM),
on which s is represented by a quotient mi
gi
, with gi /∈ (P : M) for all P ∈ Vi. Hence
for each i, Vi ⊆ D(giM). Now, the open sets of the form D(hM) form a base for the
topological space Spec(M). Hence we can assume that Vi = D(hiM) for some hi ∈ R.
Since D(hiM) ⊆ D(giM), then we have D(higiM) = D(hiM) ∩D(giM) = D(hiM). On
the other hand, mi
gi
= himi
higiM
. Thus, replacing hi by higi and mi by himi, we can assume
that D(fM) is covered by the open sets D(hiM) and that s is represented by
mi
hi
on
D(hiM).
Lemma 3.7 Let M be a P-radical R-module, f ∈ R and D(fM) = ⋃iD(hiM) for some
hi ∈ R. Then, there exists an integer n ∈ N such that fn =
∑k
i=1 ribi, for some ri ∈
(hiM :M), bi ∈ R and k ∈ N.
Proof. Let N :=
√
(
∑
(hiM :M))M . Since D(fM) ⊆ ∪D(hiM) we have:
V ((fM :M)M) = V ((f)M) ⊇ ∩V ((hi)M) =
∩V ((hiM :M)M) = V ((
∑
(hiM :M))M) =
V ((
√∑
(hiM :M))M) = V (N) = V ((N :M)M).
Hence
√
(fM :M) ⊆√(N :M), by Lemma 3.3. Furthermore we have √∑(hiM :M) ⊇
Ann(M) and so (N : M) =
√∑
(hiM :M), by Lemma 3.5. Hence there exists n ∈ N
such that fn = b1r1 + . . .+ bkrk, for some bi ∈ R and ri ∈ (hiM :M).
Lemma 3.8 Let M be a P-radical R-module. By the notations of Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7,
D(fM) can be covered by the open subsets D(riM), i = 1, . . . , k. Furthermore, for any
i = 1, . . . , k, there exists ni ∈M such that s ≡ niri on each D(riM).
Proof. Since ri ∈ (hiM : M), for any i = 1, . . . , k, we get riM ⊆ hiM . Thus V (hiM) ⊆
V (riM) and equivalently D(riM) ⊆ D(hiM). Hence D(fM) ⊇ ∪ki=1D(riM). For the
converse, we have to show that V ((f)M) ⊇ ∩ki=1V ((ri)M) = V ((
∑k
i=1(ri))M). If P ∈
V ((
∑k
i=1(ri))M), then (P :M) ⊇
∑k
i=1(ri) and in particular r1b1 + . . .+ rkbk ∈ (P :M).
Hence, by Lemma 3.7, fn ∈ (P : M) and so P ∈ V ((fn)M) = V ((f)M) as wanted.
Furthermore, riM ⊆ hiM implies that there exists ni ∈ M such that rimi = hini and so
mi
hi
= ni
ri
for i = 1, . . . , k. Since D(riM) ⊆ D(hiM) and s is represented by mihi on D(hiM),
we can assume that s is represented by the quotient ni
ri
on D(riM), i = 1, . . . , k.
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Now, we are ready to prove the Theorem 3.2. To do this, we define the canonical map
ψ : Mf → OSpec(M)(D(fM)) by sending mfn to the section s ∈ OSpec(M)(D(fM)) with
s(P ) = m
fn
, for any P ∈ D(fM). Clearly ψ is an R-module homomorphism. By this
definition of ψ, we complete the proof of Theorem 3.2 as follows:
Proof of Theorem 3.2 It is enough to show that the homomorphism ψ introduced as
above is bijective. At firs we prove the injectivity of this map. Let ψ( m1
fn1
) = ψ( m2
fn2
),
then for any P ∈ D(fM), m1
fn1
= m2
fn2
on MP , where P = (P : M). Thus, for any
P ∈ D(fM), there exists h /∈ (P :M) such that h(fn1m2−fn2m1) = 0. Let A be the ideal
Ann(fn1m2−fn2m1). Then for any P ∈ D(fM), there exists h ∈ A such that h /∈ (P :M).
Thus A * (P : M) and so V ((AM : M)M) ∩ D(fM) = ∅. Furthermore, one can
check that V ((AM : M)M) = V ((√AM : M)M). Consequently, V ((√AM : M)M) ⊆
V ((f)M) = V ((fM : M)M). Hence by Lemma 3.3,
√
(fM :M) ⊆
√
(
√AM :M) and
so f ∈
√
(
√AM :M). On the other hand, by Lemma 3.5, (√AM : M) = √A. Thus
f ∈ √A and there exists k ∈ N with fk(fn1m2 − fn2m1) = 0. Therefore, m1fn1 = m2fn2
on Mf and consequently ψ is injective. On the other hand, ψ is surjective. Indeed,
According to Proposition 3.7, it is enough to show that the map ψ considered as above
is surjective. Just as we saw in Lemmas 3.4 to 3.6, there exist ri, bi ∈ R and ni ∈ M ,
i = 1, . . . , k, where D(fM) = ∪ki=1D(riM), s|D(riM) ≡ niri and fn =
∑k
i=1 ribi for some
n ∈ N. First, we claim that for any i, j = 1, . . . , k, the equality rinj = rjni holds. Since
D(riM) ∩D(rjM) = D(rirjM), we have two elements of Mrirj , namely niri and
nj
rj
both
of which represent s. Thus, according to the injectivity of ψ, applied to D(rirjM), we
have ni
ri
=
nj
rj
in Mrirj . Hence for some t ∈ N, the equality (rirj)t(rjni − rinj) = 0 holds.
Since there are only k indices involved, we may pick t so large that it works for all i, j
at once. Rewrite this equation as rj
t+1(ri
tni) − rit+1(rj tnj) = 0. Replacing each ri by
ri
t+1 and ni by ri
tni, we still have s represented on D(riM) by
ni
ri
and rinj = rjni for all
i, j = 1, . . . , k. Now put m =
∑k
i=1 bini, then rjm =
∑k
i=1 rjbini =
∑k
i=1 birinj = f
nnj.
This implies that
nj
rj
= m
fn
on D(rjM). So ψ(
m
fn
) = s everywhere, which shows that ψ is
surjective. 
4 An application
As we saw in §1, the results of this paper could give the opportunity to consider the concept
of spectrum of modules in algebraic geometry point of view. But some other interesting
and directed results can yield from them. For instance, the following theorem presents
a criterion for the existence of an isomorphism between two localizations of a P-radical
module:
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Theorem 4.1 Let M be a P-radical R-module and f, g ∈ R. Then, Mf ∼= Mg as R-
modules if and only if
√
(fM :M) =
√
(gM :M).
Proof. Let ϕ : Mf → Mg be an R-module isomorphism and P ∈ D(fM). We claim
that P is an element of D(gM). Otherwise, if P /∈ D(gM) then gMf ⊆ Pf and so
ϕ(Pf ) ⊇ gϕ(Mf ) = gMg = Mg which implies that ϕ(Pf ) = Mg. But P ∈ D(fM) and
hence Pf is a prime submodule of Mf . Thus, ϕ(Pf ) must be a prime submodule of Mg
which is a contradiction. Hence, P ∈ D(gM) and so D(fM) ⊆ D(gM). Using the iso-
morphism ϕ−1, we can prove the reverse inclusion and hence D(fM) = D(gM). Thus,√
(fM :M) =
√
(gM :M) by Lemma 3.4.
For the converse, let
√
(fM :M) =
√
(gM :M). Then D(fM) = D(gM) and thus
Mf ∼= OSpec(M)(D(fM)) = OSpec(M)(D(gM)) ∼=Mg by Theorem 3.2. 
We remark that there exist exemplars of modules such that the above result is not
true in those cases. For example:
Example 4.2 Suppose that M is the Pru¨fer group Z(p∞) as a Z-module. M is a torsion
divisible module and so it is primeless by [12], Lemma 1.3. Hence it is not a P-radical
module. Let q 6= p be a prime integer. Then we have, √(pM :M) = √(qM :M) = Z.
But, one can check that 1
q
+ Z is an element of rank q in Mq Although Mp doesn’t have
any element of this rank. Hence Mp ≇Mq as two Z-modules.
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